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Abstract. Electric Autonomous Vehicles (EAVs) have gained increasing attention of industry, governments and scientific communities concerned about issues related to classic transportation including accidents
and casualties, gas emissions and air pollution, intensive traffic and city
viability. One of the aspects, however, that prevent a broader adoption of
this technology is the need for human interference to charge EAVs, which
is still mostly manual and time-consuming. This study approaches such
a problem by introducing the Inno-EAV, an open-source charging framework for EAVs that employs machine-to-machine (M2M) distributed
communication. The idea behind M2M is to have networked devices
that can interact, exchange information and perform actions without any
manual assistance of humans. The advantages of the Inno-EAV include
the automation of charging processes and the collection of relevant data
that can support better decision making in the spheres of energy distribution. In this paper, we present the software design of the framework,
the development process, the emphasis on the distributed architecture
and the networked communication, and we discuss the back-end database
that is used to store information about car owners, cars, and charging
stations.
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Introduction

Electric Autonomous Vehicles (EAV) have been ubiquitously replacing standard
vehicles since their invention in the 20th century [1]. EAV technology is made
possible by the synergy of Vehicular Communication [19], Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) and Big Data Analytics [20]. Vehicular Communication systems are computer networks in which both vehicles and roadside units represent
communicating nodes exchanging information about safety and traffic. ITSs are
applications providing innovative services for traffic management and informed
decisions. Research has shown that these technologies represent a practical approach to solving such transportation issues as accidents [2], traffic congestion,
and harmful gas emissions [14,16].
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Autonomous cars are already pervading our roads in the form of pilot execution from different stakeholders and are speculated to be on the verge of
commercialisation [11]. It is also worth mentioning that autonomous cars are
poised to have profound social and economic impacts on our lives, as well as
a positive impact on the environment [10]. The EAV technology is now emerging as an enabler to establish the foundation for the Machine-to-Machine (M2M)
economy, i.e. networked devices that can interact, exchange information and perform actions without any manual assistance of humans. For this to happen, the
market should be able to offer appropriate charging services without involving
humans [17,18,9,3].
In this paper, we investigate the area of Intelligent Vehicle and Transportation Systems and present the design of a versatile open-source framework developed for improving and automating the charging process of electric vehicles and
establishing the foundation of M2M economy using WiFi networks. Inno-EAV
is available as a set of open-source modules which can be used independently or
concomitantly by DevOps teams. It offers a repository that can be cloned into
a project for continuous integration and development [8].
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The Inno-EAV Architectural Layers

The Inno-EAV framework is constituted of three layers (Fig. 1):
– Physical layer. It encapsulates all the hardware components embedded in
the charging station (CS) used for sensing and gathering information about
the charging process, as well as communicating with external entities.
– Network Layer. Since our scenario is composed of autonomous, dynamic
decision-making CSs and vehicles, we suggest the communication between
the entities in the system be entirely peer-to-peer (P2P) with distributed
ledger technologies (DLTs) as a possible solution to store both data and
value transactions [4,5]. We also consider Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) connectivity protocol to be the most appropriate choice for
inter-device communication. In this way, the network layer would be able to
transfer sensor data from the Physical Layer to the Services Layer rapidly
and securely [17,18].
– Services Layer. On top of the architecture sits the Services Layer, which
makes use of the two layers described above to deliver services to both consumers and service providers. Such services include:
• Charging services for EAVs;
• Data Analysis for Service Providers.
The Inno-EAV framework is proposed to solve problems common to multiple application scenarios, and it is compatible with a multitude of environmental goals and application protocols. Moreover, its architectural and design
decisions does not only manifest but also promote qualities such as modularity, re-usability, modifiability, install-ability, adaptability, authenticity, integrity,
interoperability as specified in the ISO/IEC 25010 [13].

Inno-EAV
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Fig. 1. Inno-EAV Architecture. Currently Inno-EAV consists of 3 layers dedicated to high performance as explained and depicted in [17], with labels refering to:
a)Main Controller b)IOTA’s tangle, c)Local database, d)Bidirectional Communication,
e)EAV’s app, f)SP application, g) Component connection in one layer and h) Secured
connection between two layers respectively.

3
3.1

Design overview
Description of Problem

Traditional Electric charging billing systems requires humans interaction which
may be time consuming and exhausting. The Inno-EAV framework will use wireless networks to employ secure machine to machine interaction and perform
charging and billing process seamlessly without any manual assistance of humans.
3.2

System Operation

The normal flow of Inno-EAV user use case is as follows:
– The car owner connects to the same network of the charging station, and
send the JSON file to it. In Inno-EAV, we used JSON files as its a light, easy
to read way of transmitting data over networks as well as being a native to
javascript which makes it easier to extract data.
– The charging station verifies the car details by sending the file to the database
system in compliance with authenticity and integrity qualities [13].
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Fig. 2. UML Use case diagram explanation for Inno-EAV Framework. InnoEAV enables the automatic charging of the electric car. The use case begins when an
EAV owner connects to the same network as the charging station which it is registered
to, and to send the JSON file to the charging station. The system sends the JSON file
to the database system for verification. If the database system approves the car details,
the server asks for the amount of electric charge and issues a receipt. The transactions
are recorded in the database.

–
–
–
–

3.3

The
The
The
The

charging station then asks for the electricity amount needed.
car enters the amount.
bill is sent to the car.
car pays the bill to the charging station.

Charging Station Registration

In M2M communication between server and client, a file is required to be sent
to the server at which is often unique for every car. This file has the following
attributes: (Name, Email, Phone and Personal-ID) of the car owner and (Modelname, Model-year, and Date purchased) of the car. Each ID is unique, and the

Inno-EAV
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combination of the car owner ID and his car is also unique, likewise the ID
of charging stations. However, after the file is sent to the server, it checks the
combination of the car ID and owner ID against the database for authorization.
Charging station registration is therefore essential for assigning the car of each
owner to a specific charging station at which it can be charged from in the future.
Our team created a web application aiming to ease the registration process
for car owners to register their car to a particular station, and thus be able
to charge from this station in the future. Therefore, Inno-EAV-Core Charging
station registration offers a unique tool to perform this registration quickly and
robustly on a wide variety of datasets.
The owner will be asked to enter his personal information through form
filling, along with his car information, the information about the charging station
where the car is to be registered. In order to complete the authorization step
successfully, it is necessary to enter the same details of the vehicle which will
charge from the station.
The sequence diagram begins after the EAV connects to the same WIFI
network as the charging station. It has the same steps as refered in section 2,
but the additional step happens when the car details are invalid/ car is not
registered in the network. In that case, the car is not allowed to charge from this
station and the session is closed as shown in Fig 3.

4

Database System Design

Inno-EAV-Core performs the charging station registration by creating a new tuple representing each relation entry, where the attributes values for each relation
entry corresponds to the value from which the user entered at the registration
form. For cases in which these entries violate the key constraints, an error message is used to warn the user, and the registration is not completed successfully.
Because the violation of key constraints can happen with different keys in the
same entry, the query execution is done after obtaining all the attribute values
from the user for each of the car, the owner and the charging station relations,
so the violation can also quickly checked and the user asked to correct his entry
and enter a valid/unique key.
To generate these key constraints, Inno-EAV-Core first executes ’Owner’ relation query, (Fig. 4). This is achieved by storing the owner’s information as
a new tuple in the ’Owner’ relation, the ID attribute is considered a primary
key for the ’Owner’ table, as shown in Fig. 4. Then the next step is to execute
the ’Car’ relation query, which also has a primary key ’ID’ representing the car’s
unique ID (Fig. 4b). For the given schema, each car entry has a foreign key representing the car’s owner. Finally, Inno-EAV-Core can then execute the ’Charging
station’ query to enter the tuple representing the charging station information
that the user can charge from in the future (See Fig. 4).
Furthermore, the entries should contain non-repeated key entries uniquely
representing each owner, car or charging station. A typical entry for this framework is three tuples with valid key constraints. Following the tuples creation of
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Fig. 3. Inno-EAV sequence diagram explanation. Allows any electric car owner
to charge their electric car automatically. This sequence begins when an EAV owner
connects to the same network as the charging station which it is registered to, it sends
the JSON file to the charging station. The system sends the JSON file to the database
system for verification. If the database system approves the car details, the server asks
for the amount of electric charge and issues a receipt, afterwards, the user pays the
bill, and the transaction is stored in the database. Otherwise, the session is closed, and
the server waits for another client on the same port.

this entry, Inno-EAV-Core will create another tuple for ’charging station-hascar’ relation which represents a many-to-many relationship as described in the
following section, This can be used to assign each car to a charging station
depending on its unique (Owner-ID, Car-ID) combination. Given that all the
entries are valid, therefore, four new tuples will be added to each relation. The
relations are: Owner, Car, Charging station, and Charging station-has-car, InnoEAV-Core can then search the database for the car asking to charge from the
station, which is known as authorization step, the car will be accepted or refused
depending on whether its registered in the charging station or not (Fig. 4).
4.1

Entity Relationship Diagram

As part of the Inno-EAV framework, we include our database entity-relationship
diagram (ERD) designed to match our system’s needs, which is required to

Inno-EAV
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Fig. 4. Registration Database System Entity Relationship Diagram with
Inno-EAV-Core. a) Owner of Electric-car table representation consisting of four
main attributes which are: ID, name, Email and Phone b) Car table representation
with four main attributes: ID, Model name, Model year, and Date-purchased and one
inherited attribute: Owner-ID c) Charging station table representation with three main
attributes: ID, Name, and Address d) Charging station-has-car table representation
with three attributes: Charging-station-id, Car-id, Car-owner-ID

explain the relationships between different relations in the schema. As shown in
Figure 4, the database has been constructed to keep track of the car owners, cars
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and charging station of a city. A charging station has several cars. It is desired
to keep track of the owners owning each vehicle for each charging station, their
name, ID, email, and phone the game. Each owner can have more than one car,
so the relationship between car and owner relation is one-to-many as can be
seen in the diagram. A charging station has more than one car, and a car can
be registered in more than one charging station, which yields a many-to-many
relationship.

5

Inno-EAV Implementation

Inno-EAV is installed as a standard set of modules, and it is fully Java-based
open-source. Each of its modules possesses its separate manual and documentation. To date, it encompasses two additional Java Archive (JAR) packages
(Apache, JSON) alongside with the existing original packages in the Java JDK.
The modular nature of Inno-EAV allows its components to be updated independently and the framework to be easily extended by appending new packages
hence promoting the maintainability qualities: modularity, re-usability, analysbility, modifiability and test-ability [13].
5.1

M2M Communication

M2M communication commonly occurs during the acquisition of the same network to the server and the client, often as a result of the client connecting to
the same network where the server is connected. We assume that the network
IP address of the charging station is the server with a static IP address. While
different clients trying to charge from this server will have a different IP address
each time they connect to the wifi network, the charging stations will still be
prone to have different IP address each time they connect to the network (Fig.
5). However, in our case where the charging station is considered to be the server,
we assume that it uses the same IP address each time it connects to the network
and sets up a fixed static IP address for it.
Inno-EAV breaks the task of network communication into two distinct parts:
Server socket creation from the server, followed by socket creation from the
client.
Server - As a first step, Inno-EAV-Core charging station creates the server
socket which represents it and waits for a connection from the client on a specific
port number, which is the listening port number (Fig. 5b). The number of the
port is previously agreed on by both stakeholders in the connection that is later
achieved as the server socket accepts the socket trying to connect to the listening
port using socket programming in Java. Once the connection is established, the
data of the client can be directly retrieved by getting the input stream using an
instance of the ObjectInputStream class shown in (Fig. 5b). The data retrieving
process will, however, change the current input stream of the listening port,
which can have an influence on further stream writing required to exchange
information between the client and the server.

Inno-EAV
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Fig. 5. UML class diagram for Server package. a) Image of Server class diagram
with two main functions: Main, and Server. The latter class is used to specify the port
number of connection. b) TCP thread class which extends the Thread class and is run
inside Server routine shown in a). c) Byte Stream class used to send and get output
streams to and from the client

For the specific case of our project with Object output stream, there will
only be a few writes to the stream of the listening port, as there is only a few
information to be exchanged between stakeholders. The first input stream to the
server will be the file name of the client, such as ’test.json’ for instance. As an
option Inno-EAV-Core can store the incoming input lines in the stream within
a new file in the sent documents, thus converting the input stream to a new file
containing the client’s information.
Client - Client package in Inno-EAV differs slightly from the server package,
as it creates the socket with the specific port number and the fixed IP address of
the server that we have set in previous steps. This allows the connection to be
systematic once the client enters the region of the network to which the server is
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Fig. 6. UML class diagram for Client package. a) Image of MyClient class diagram with two main functions: Main, and MyClient. The latter class is used to specify
the port number of connection. b) Byte Stream class used to output and get output
streams to and from the client

connected. Furthermore, Inno-EAV-Server (as described in the previous section)
can accept the socket creation (Fig.6a) created by Inno-EAV-Client and use this
connection directly to retrieve the data from the client.
As we discussed later, The sequence of Inno-EAV begins when the car connects to the same network that the charging station is connected to, as explained
in and (Fig.6) shows the sequence diagram of Inno-EAV.

Inno-EAV
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Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we investigated the area of Intelligent Vehicle and Transportation
Systems proposing a versatile open-source framework developed for improving
and automating the charging process of electric vehicles and establishing the
foundation of M2M economy using WiFi networks. The networked communication is done without the interference of human, wirelessly through WIFI network.
In our proposed scheme, the cars are considered clients and the charging stations
are servers. Clients are authenticated with the charging station after they send
the file containing the car information to the charging station through a secure
TCP connection. Car registration is done using our web application, at which
the owners fill in their information and then be assigned to a specific charging
station meanwhile, the electric power service provider bills the vehicles on per
charging palate basis. Our proposed scheme provides a secure and privacy-aware
bidirectional audit, where the billing process is valid by both parties [12]. Moreover, we also present the game-theoretic approach to validate the bidirectional
audit.
In the future, we aim to implement the system to have a more in-depth insight into the performance and security issues that can emerge when computing
has an high level of pervasiveness [6]. Moreover, we also aim to develop the InnoEAV system to work on a larger scale. To this end, we intend to deploy DevOps
practices for faster feature delivery, high quality assurance and product ownership [15]. We will also focus on a more robust mechanism where the vehicles will
have a choice to buy the charge according to their convenience. We will address
the complexity involved in such robust charging and its billing mechanism and
can thus be used to optimise acquisition workflows [12]. Furthermore, the current
framework is fundamentally monolithic-based. To cope with scalability issues, we
may in future refine it into a microservice-based one [7] and demonstrate how it
can be adopted for projects by DevOps teams.
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